Probing the Higgs potential and new physics behind the electroweak symmetry breaking is one of the most important issues of particle physics. In particular, nature of electroweak phase transition is essential for understanding physics at the early Universe, such that the strongly first order phase transition is required for a successful scenario of electroweak baryogenesis. The strongly first order phase transition is expected to be tested by precisely measuring the triple Higgs boson coupling at future colliders like the International Linear Collider. It can also be explored via the spectrum of stochastic gravitational waves to be measured at future space-based interferometers such as eLISA and DECIGO. We discuss complementarity of both the methods in testing the strongly first order phase transition of the electroweak symmetry in models with additional isospin singlet scalar fields with and without classical scale invariance. We find that they are synergetic in identifying specific models of electroweak symmetry breaking in more details.
I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of the Higgs boson (h), whose mass is 125 GeV, at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) Run-I [1, 2] and subsequent measurements of properties of the Higgs boson [3, 4] have established the standard model (SM) of particle physics as a low energy effective theory at the electroweak scale. Nevertheless, the details of the Higgs sector including the shape of the Higgs potential are still unknown. The Higgs sector of the SM with one isospin doublet scalar field is constructed based merely on minimality, and not guided by any fundamental principle. Many models with extended Higgs sectors can also satisfy current experimental data, and need to be distinguished in the future. In addition to the ambiguity of the Higgs potential, several phenomena that require physics beyond the SM (BSM) have been reported. These include baryon asymmetry of the Universe (BAU) [5] , the existence of dark matter, cosmic inflation and neutrino oscillations. Therefore, we are obliged to construct models of BSM to tackle such problems. It should be noticed that many BSM models predict different classes of the Higgs sector from the viewpoint of the number of Higgs multiplets and imposed symmetries. Moreover, the essence of the Higgs boson is directly connected to a BSM paradigm such as supersymmetry (SUSY), dynamical symmetry breaking, classical scale invariance (CSI). Therefore, hints of new physics can be obtained by exploring the properties of the Higgs sector.
One of the prominent examples of new physics accessible through probing the Higgs potential is electroweak baryogenesis (EWBG) [6] . Successful scenarios of EWBG require strongly first order phase transition (1stOPT) for the electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB). With the mass of the discovered Higgs boson being 125 GeV, strongly 1stOPT cannot occur in the framework of the SM Higgs sector. However, by extending the Higgs sector with additional scalar fields, strongly 1stOPT can be easily realized [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . In order to unveil the mechanism of EWBG, one needs to identify the shape of the Higgs potential and the dynamics of the EWSB.
It is known that the condition for the 1stOPT for EWSB leads to the deviation in the triple Higgs boson coupling (the hhh coupling), which is typically larger than 10% in renormalizable extended Higgs sectors [9, 12-14, 16, 17, 23] . In addition, the deviation in the hhh coupling and the 1stOPT due to dimension-six operator in the Higgs sector have been discussed in Refs. [24, 25] . One method to investigate such strong 1stOPT is to measure the hhh coupling at future high-energy electron-positron colliders. It seems to be challenging to measure the hhh coupling with such an accuracy even at the high luminosity LHC. Once the International Linear Collider (ILC) [26] is realized, the hhh coupling can be measured with 10% accuracy at the upgraded version with √ s = 1 TeV [27, 28] . The Compact LInear Collider (CLIC) [29] is also expected to be capable of testing the hhh coupling at the similar accuracy, while the measurement of the hhh coupling is beyond the scope of the Future Circular Collider of electrons and positrons (FCC-ee) [30] due to the lack of its center-of-mass energy. At future hadron colliders with the collision energy to be 100 TeV, the similar accuracy to the ILC may be expected for the measurement of the hhh coupling as discussed in Ref. [31] .
An alternative method to approach EWBG is observation of the stochastic gravitational waves (GWs) produced by strongly first order electroweak phase transition (EWPT) [32] . On February 11th, 2016, the first direct detection of GWs emitted by the merger of black holes at Advanced LIGO was reported [33] . It is expected that the ground-based experiments, KAGRA [34] , Advanced LIGO [35] and Advanced VIRGO [36] will soon observe many GW signals from binary systems of neutron stars or black holes. Thereby we have entered the new era of GW astronomy: physical phenomena can be probed through the observations of GWs. Although the main target of the above ground-based experiments is GWs from astronomical phenomena, future space-based experiments such as eLISA [37] , DECIGO [38] and BBO [39] have the sensitivity to investigate some cosmological phenomena including strongly 1stOPTs and cosmic inflation at the early Universe.
The spectrum of stochastic GWs produced by strongly 1stOPT has been investigated in the literature. The GW amplitude and spectrum arising from dynamics of bubbles produced during the phase transition have been investigated in Refs. [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . Detectability of GWs from strongly 1stOPTs at GW experiments has been discussed in Refs. [32, [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] . EWPT and resulting GWs in models where the Higgs potential possesses higher dimensional operators have been studied in Refs. [53, 54] . GW spectra from the strongly first order EWPT triggered by non-decoupling effects of new particles have been investigated in models with extended scalar sectors [23, 55, 56] , and supersymmetric models [57] . In the case of the minimal SUSY SM (MSSM), the required strongly 1stOPT cannot be realized according to negative results of stop searches at the LHC. Meanwhile, 1stOPT and GWs triggered by non-thermal effect at the tree level have been analyzed in the model with a singlet scalar ex-tension [58] , the left-right symmetric model [59] , and the Next-to-MSSM (NMSSM) [57, 60] .
GWs in the scenario where EWBG is viable have been investigated in Ref. [43] .
In this paper, we discuss complementarity between measurements of the hhh coupling and the spectrum of GWs in testing the strongly 1stOPT of the electroweak symmetry in models with additional isospin singlet scalar fields with and without CSI. We demonstrate that the combination of the measurements of the hhh coupling at future electron-positron colliders and GWs at the space-based interferometers can probe physics behind the EWSB.
As an example, we consider a set of viable CSI models with additional scalar fields where the EWSB is directly caused by thermal loop effects.
The idea of CSI has been originally introduced by Bardeen as a paradigm to avoid the hierarchy problem [61] . In the CSI models, utilizing the mechanism by Coleman and Weinberg [62] , a mass scale is generated through the dimensional transmutation although any parameter with mass dimension is not introduced in the original Lagrangian.
Based on CSI, many phenomenological models for EWSB have been proposed and investigated [7, 21, 22, [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] . Such a class of CSI models can survive current experimental tests, and have the following unique features: a general upper bound on the lightest scalar boson is obtained; the deviation in the Higgs-photon-photon coupling is almost fixed by the number of charged scalar bosons; and the deviation in the hhh coupling is universally as large as 70% [69] . These CSI models also predict strongly 1stOPT for EWPT.
In Ref. [23] , it is shown that the spectrum of GWs from the EWPT strongly depends on the number of extra fields and their masses, and is useful in revealing the Higgs potential and underlying physics. We emphasize that the combination of future measurements of the hhh coupling and stochastic GW signals would be a powerful tool in distinguishing the extended Higgs sectors. For concreteness, we focus on the CSI models where N extra isospin singlet scalars obey a global O(N) symmetry, and discuss how these models can be differentiated from similar extended models by means of the measurements of the hhh coupling and the GW spectrum. We find that they are synergetic in identifying specific models of EWSB in more details.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly review the CSI O(N) model.
The dynamics of 1stOPT is discussed in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we discuss detectability of GW signals in the CSI models based on new fitting functions provided in Ref. [46] . We also compare the results in the CSI models to those in the models equipped with mass parameters. Sec. V is devoted to conclusion. The Landau pole in the CSI O(N) model is discussed in Appendix A, and GW signals evaluated by using the conventional fitting functions given in Ref. [32] are summarized in Appendix B.
II. SCALE INVARIANT O(N ) MODELS
In this paper, we consider the following two types of O(N) scalar models as viable examples of strongly 1stOPT, and compare both of them. One is the models where additional isospin singlet scalar fields are added to the SM Higgs sector with the mass square term which is supposed to be negative for EWSB. The hhh coupling and the spectrum of GWs have been discussed in these models in Ref. [23] . Another type is the similar models but with CSI. In this section, we briefly review important phenomenological aspects of the O(N) scalar model with CSI according to the work of Ref. [69] .
The scalar sector consists of the Higgs doublet Φ and N additional isospin singlet scalars
T [66, 69] . Since the dynamics of the EWPT is basically controlled by the mass scale of additional particles and the number of these extra degrees of freedom, our results obtained are applicable to a wide class of CSI models for EWSB. Imposing the CSI, the scalar potential is given by
As far as the CSI is maintained, the Vacuum Expectation Value (VEV) of the Higgs doublet as well as the mass of the Higgs boson vanishes. The CSI is violated at the quantum level, and a mass scale is introduced due to the mechanism by Coleman and Weinberg [62] .
The vacuum structure is investigated along the flat direction of the tree-level potential using the method developed by Gildener and Weinberg [63] . Introducing the order parameter 1 As far as the O(N ) symmetry of the CSI models is exact, the extra scalars are stabilized and contribute to the relic abundance of the dark matter. Applying the standard thermal dark matter production scenario to these CSI models, the cases with N > 4 are not favored in the light of dark matter direct detection experiments [67] . Investigating phenomenology of dark matter is beyond the scope of this paper.
ϕ along the flat direction as
the one-loop effective potential at zero temperature is
where Q is the renormalization scale. Here, M i (ϕ) and n i are the field-dependent masses and the degrees of freedom of particles i, respectively. The degrees of freedom are given by
We take the DR scheme [71] , where c i = 3/2 irrespective of particle spins. The one-loop contribution from the Higgs boson is absent as this effect arises from higher-order corrections.
In the CSI models, the field-dependent mass squared of the field i is proportional to ϕ
The effective potential is rewritten as
where
Using the stationary condition, we have
where the renormalization scale Q is fixed.
The mass squared of the discovered Higgs boson is obtained as
Then, the one-loop effective potential is given in terms of the renormalized mass of the Higgs boson as
The renormalized hhh coupling is obtained as
where λ
SM(tree) hhh

= 3m
2 h /v is the tree-level hhh coupling in the SM. Then, the deviation in the hhh coupling is defined by
Independently of the details of the models, the CSI models always predict ∆λ hhh /λ
Such a characteristic feature of the CSI models for the deviation in the hhh coupling is expected to be tested at future collider experiments by measuring the double Higgs boson production processes. At the high luminosity LHC with the integrated luminosity of 3000 fb −1 , the production cross section can be measured with 54% [74], but a measurement of the hhh coupling with the desired accuracy would be challenging. At the ILC with the center-of-mass energy of √ s = 500 GeV and the luminosity of L = 4000 fb −1 , the hhh coupling is expected to be determined at a precision of 27% [28] . The expected accuracy on the hhh coupling at the ILC stage with
is 16% (10%) [28] . Therefore, this class of models can be tested at the ILC (and also the CLIC) 3 .
III. ELECTROWEAK PHASE TRANSITION
In the CSI O(N) models, the effective potential at finite temperatures is given at the one-loop level by [75] V
The finite-temperature contribution to the effective potential is written as
Here, we employ a ring-improved effective potential that is obtained by replacing the fielddependent masses in Eq. (3) by
where Π i (T ) is the finite temperature contribution to the self-energies [76] . The thermally corrected field-dependent masses of the electroweak gauge bosons are
3 A future hadron collider with the collision energy of 100 TeV may also be able to measure the hhh coupling with the similar accuracy [31] .
Notice that only the self-energy for the longitudinal modes of the gauge bosons receive thermal corrections. The field-dependent masses of fermions do not receive thermal corrections,
The thermally corrected field-dependent mass of the singlet scalars are explained by
In order to generate BAU, Sakharov specified three necessary conditions [77] . One of them is to require the departure from thermal equilibrium, which is accomplished if the baryon number changing sphaleron interaction quickly decouples after the EWSB. This criterion for the sphaleron decoupling is described by
where Γ(T ) is the sphaleron interaction rate and H(T ) is the Hubble parameter at T . This condition requires that the EWSB must be of strongly first order [6] ,
where ϕ c is the VEV for the broken phase minimum at the critical temperature T c . In this paper, we numerically compute ϕ c and T c instead of using high temperature expansion.
In we impose |a i | < 1/2 for the eigenvalues of S-wave amplitudes of two body elastic scatterings among longitudinally polarized weak bosons and scalar bosons. We find that it is sufficient to impose the following inequality:
In Fig. 1 , vanishingly small λ and λ S are assumed as these parameters do not affect the computation of the GW spectrum discussed in the next section.
IV. GRAVITATIONAL WAVES FROM STRONGLY FIRST ORDER PHASE TRANSITION IN THE O(N ) MODELS WITH AND WITHOUT CSI
A. Bubble dynamics parameters α and β
We here introduce two important quantities α and β which parametrize the spectrum of GWs following Ref. [32] . One of the key quantities that describe dynamics of vacuum bubble is the bubble nucleation rate per unit volume per unit time,
where S E is the Euclidean action of a critical bubble and Γ 0 ∼ T 4 . To parametrize the rate of variation of the bubble nucleation rate at the time of the phase transition t t , we introduce the quantity β defined as
The inverse of the parameter β describes approximately the time duration of the phase transition. At finite temperatures, the O(3)-symmetric field configuration ϕ b contributes to the action as S E (T ) = S 3 (T )/T , where S 3 is the three dimensional Euclidean action,
The bounce solution ϕ b is obtained by solving the differential equation,
with the boundary conditions
It is convenient to introduce the dimensionless parameter
In order for the nucleated vacuum bubbles to percolate through the Universe, the nucleation rate per Hubble volume per Hubble time should reach the unity
This condition is converted to the relation
Another important quantity is the false-vacuum energy density available for the evolution of bubbles
where ϕ B (T ) is the VEV for the broken phase minimum at T , and we reset the symmetric phase minimum to zero. We introduce the parameter α parametrizing the ratio of the falsevacuum energy density ǫ(T t ) to the thermal energy density ρ rad (T t ) in the symmetric phase at the transition temperature T t ,
where the radiation energy density is given by ρ rad (T ) = (π 2 /30)g * (T )T 4 , with g * being the relativistic degrees of freedom in the thermal plasma.
The predictions for α,β, m S , ϕ c /T c , T c and T t in the CSI O(N) models are shown in the top frame of Table I . In the middle and bottom frames of Table I, 
B. Spectrum of gravitational waves
During the 1stOPT in the early Universe, collisions of vacuum bubbles and bulk motion of the plasma produce GWs. There are three contributions to the stochastic GW background from the 1stOPT; collisions of bubble walls, the compression waves in the plasma (sound waves) and magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence in the plasma. Computation of the produced spectrum of the GWs from the 1stOPT depends on the details of dynamics of colliding bubbles, and complicated numerical simulations are required. Here, we employ the fitting functions recently provided in Ref. [46] for estimating the GW spectrum from the parameters α and β. In our previous work in the O(N) models without CSI [23] , we employed the fitting function for GWs from bubble collisions in the envelope approximation in Ref. [40] and that for GWs from plasma turbulence in Ref. [79] . In Appendix B, we discuss differences between these fitting functions and those in Ref. [46] .
The GW spectrum from the collision of bubble walls can be computed using the method referred to as the envelope approximation [41] . A fit to the spectrum obtained by numerical simulations is given by
where the peak of the energy density is given by
at the peak frequencỹ
Here, v b is the wall velocity of the bubble, and the parameter κ ϕ is the ratio of the vacuum energy transferred to the bubble motion. The relativistic degrees of freedom at the transition temperature is denoted by g t * (= g * (T t )). As for the contribution to GWs from sound waves, a fitting function to the numerical simulations is obtained as [46] 
where the peak energy density is given by
at the peak frequencyf
In addition to the compression waves, turbulent motion in the plasma also contributes to the GW spectrum. Taking MHD effects on the ionized plasma into account, the GW spectrum from the MHD turbulence is [78, 80 ]
The MHD turbulent contribution depends on the Hubble parameter at the time of GW production, whose redshifted value is h t = 1.65 × 10 −5 Hz T t 100 GeV
According to the recent simulations [45] , the fraction of the turbulent bulk motion is at most ǫ ≃ 5 − 10%. In our later numerical analysis, we set ǫ = 0.05.
The efficiency factor κ v denotes the fraction of the vacuum energy that is transformed into the bulk motion of the plasma fluid, and given as a function of α and v b . We refer to results obtained in Ref. [42] ,
The efficiency factor is treated separately depending on whether the wall velocity v b exceeds the velocity of sound (c s = 0.577) or
The derivative of κ v with respect to v b at v b = c s is approximately given by
The dependence of the efficiency factor κ v on v b and α is shown in Fig. 3 . For large α and small v b , no consistent solution to hydrodynamic equations exists [42, 43] .
If the vacuum energy released at the phase transition is adequately large, it is possible for the bubble wall velocity to approach the speed of light [42, 46] . The minimum value of α for realizing this runaway bubble wall (v b = 1) is approximately [42, 46] 
where c i = |n i | (|n i |/2) for bosons (fermions). Particles that are light in the symmetric phase and become non-relativistic after the phase transition contribute to the sum on the right-hand side of the above equation. In the runaway case, abundant energy can be used for accelerating the bubble wall, enhancing the contribution from the wall collision to GWs.
The efficiency factors are given by
In the non-runaway case (v b < 1), on the other hand, the wall collision contribution is small [42] .
C. Detectability of gravitational wave signals
We here show our numerical results of the spectrum of GWs from strongly 1stOPT in the O(N) model with and without CSI. We then discuss the detectability of the GWs at the future space-based interferometers, eLISA and DECIGO.
In Fig. 4 (top frames), we show the predicted GW spectra produced from the EWPT in the CSI O(N) models using the formulae provided above. The black curves correspond to the contributions from the sound waves (solid) and turbulence (dashed) for N = 1, 4, 12 and 60 from the bottom. See Table I at future space-based interferometers, eLISA [46, 81, 82] and DECIGO [38] . The labels "C1", "C2", "C3" and "C4" correspond to four different configurations of eLISA provided in Table 1 in Ref. [46] whereas the labels "Pre-DECIGO", "FP-DECIGO" and "Correlation" are DECIGO designs [38] . GWs is derived from non-observation of extra radiation [5, 84] , and indicated by ∆N ν 1.
We comment on foreground noise that may obscure the GW signals from the EWPT. The maximum value of the contribution from extragalactic white dwarf binaries is estimated to be Ωh 2 ∼ 10 −11 at f ∼ 10 −2 Hz [85] , while that from galactic white dwarf binaries is significant for f < 10 −3 Hz [86] . Therefore, the sound wave contribution to GWs spectrum is not screened by these astrophysical sources for large N and large wall velocities. For comparison, the GW spectra predicted in the O(N) models without CSI that coincidentally leads to ∆λ hhh /λ In the case where the deviation in the hhh coupling is found to be around 70% at electron- positron collider, it is challenging for collider experiments to distinguish the CSI models from other extended models. In Fig. 6 , the detectability of GWs in the CSI O(N) models (red) and O(N) model without CSI with ∆λ hhh /λ SM hhh = 2/3(≃ 70%) (gray) are displayed. The experimental sensitivities expected at the several designs of eLISA and DECIGO are set by using the sound wave contribution. Actually, the transition temperature T t differs according to models as presented in Table I . For the purpose of illustration, the transition temperature is fixed at T t = 50 GeV (top) and T t = 100 GeV (bottom). As in Fig. 4 , we take v b = 0.95 
V. CONCLUSION
Nature of EWPT is important for understanding physics at the early Universe, such that the strongly 1stOPT is required for a successful scenario of EWBG. We have discussed complementarity of the methods of measurements of the hhh coupling at the ILC and the spectrum of stochastic GWs at eLISA and DECIGO in testing the strongly 1stOPT of the EWSB in the O(N) models with and without CSI. The models with CSI universally predict a large deviation in the hhh coupling as large as about 70%, and leads to the strongly first order EWPT. There is a possibility that the deviation in the hhh coupling in the O(N) models without CSI accidentally matches 70%. Even in such a case, the predicted GW spectra are different with each other, and we can separate both the models by measuring GWs at future space-based interferometers. In conclusion, synergy between the future measurements of the hhh coupling and the GW signals provides us important hints regarding narrowing down the dynamics behind the EWSB. Let us estimate the energy scale Λ of the Landau pole in the CSI O(N) models by solving the renormalization group equations. We derived the beta functions at one-loop level which are consistent with the ones in Ref. [66] . As for the input values of the couplings in the scalar sector, we take λ ΦS = 2m 2 S /v 2 and λ = 0 at the boundary scale Q fixed by Eq. (7). The value of the singlet self-coupling λ S is undetermined and constrained only by the unitarity bound. In Table II , the energy scale of the the Landau pole Λ is shown for N = 1, 4, 12 and 60. Following the convention adopted in Ref. [66] , the cutoff scale Λ in Table II is TeV. As λ S is increased, the location of the Landau pole is shifted to lower energy scales.
For moderate values of N(∼ 10), destructive interference between the top Yukawa and λ S contributions is large, leading to higher cutoff scales. 4 It may be a judicious choice to regard the Landau pole as the scale where any of the scalar couplings reaches ∼ 4π to keep perturbative expansion. In view of uncertainties involved in the analysis of the renormalization group flow, we disregard this discrepancy. In Fig. 7 , we present the experimental sensitivity to the contributions from MHD turbulence in addition to the sound waves at T t = 50 GeV. As illustrated, we see that the sound waves are the dominant contribution.
Next, we compare these results based on the recent work given in Ref. [46] with the estimate of the GW spectrum based on Ref.
[32] which we employed in our previous work [23] .
Results based on the conventional analysis given in Ref. [32] is shown in Fig. 8 . As for the contribution from the turbulence in the plasma, the difference between Fig. 7 (right) and Fig. 8 (right) is attributed to MHD effects [87] .
In Fig. 9 , we show GW spectra based on the conventional analysis given in Ref. [32] , since the sound wave contribution is absent, the predicted GWs are relatively weaker compared to those shown in Fig. 4 . The experimental sensitivity in the (α,β) plane based on the conventional analysis given in Ref. [32] . We show the contributions from the collision of bubble walls using the envelope approximation (left) and turbulence (right) assuming T t = 50 GeV.
